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Dr Sarah Gordon
• Passionate about making risk management 

practical and truly valuable to decision makers
• Certified Member of the IRM
• Co-author and accredited trainer for IRM 

Certificate Blended Learning and other courses
• Honorary visiting lecturer at Imperial College 

London and Research Associate at the 
University of Johannesburg

• CEO & co-founder, Satarla Risk Management
• Trustee for The Geological Society & Geology 

for Global Development
• Co-founder Responsible Raw Materials.
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Kate Boothroyd
• Bringing commitment, and a friendly style, to 

make risk management easier to understand 
and implement, and to ensure it is value-adding

• Certified Fellow of the IRM
• Author of and mentor for Module 3 Risk 

Assessment study guide of the IRM Diploma
• Co-author and accredited trainer for IRM 

Certificate Blended Learning and other IRM 
courses

• Part-time lecturer at Leeds Beckett University
• Director, KB Risk Consulting Limited

Our agenda

1) Real commitment

2) Real planning

3) Real risks

4) Real management
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1) Real commitment
- Leadership from the top
- Understanding that risk management can provide value for projects
- Realism and risk maturity

©SATARLA 2020

Leadership from the top
Taking the lead
• Tone from the top
• Tune from the middle

Instilling the right behaviours
• Openness
• Understanding and being fair about the 

different views and pressures 
• Listening to what your team are telling 

you
• Don’t use information to unfair 

advantage
• Dealing with conflict – especially in 

contact

Commitment to resourcing
• Appropriate roles and responsibilities
• Practicing what is preached
• Using risk information to make decisions
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Benefits of Project Risk Management
According to Terry Cooke-Davies:

“Where risk management is well implemented, more projects meet 
their objectives (using a composite performance measure for 
schedule and cost, projects in organisations reporting “fully 
adequate” risk management completed on average at 95% of 
plan).  Where risk management is poor, projects fail more often 
(projects where risk management was rated “not at all 
adequate” averaged 170% of plan).”

In other research Terry Cooke-Davies has also identified that of all 
the project management processes it is the least well applied 
but when applied it gives the most benefit. 

Realism and risk maturity
Initial Managed Defined Integrated Optimised

Strategy and 
Governance

• No formal 
Governance

• Risk Taking for 
“quick-fix” Benefit

• Minimal effort in 
reducing risk

• Risk taking for 
short-term 
benefit

• Focus on 
preventing issues

• Risk aligns with 
medium term 
benefits

• Focus on preventing 
issues and creating 
value

• Intelligent risk taking, 
aligned with Enterprise 
strategy

• State of the art practices, 
linked to value drives

• Extended enterprise 
embedded in strategic 
planning and decision 
making

People • Individual effort 
• Little Management 

input
• Lack of training

• Responsibilities 
built into existing 
roles

• Increased input 
from 
Management

• Dedicated roles
• Invested 

executives within 
each silo

• Some training 
offered

• Awareness of value of 
extended enterprise 
across the organisation

• Enterprise wide roles
• Executive ownership at 

the enterprise level

• Trained professionals with 
defined roles throughout the 
life cycle

• Executive champions on 
both sides

• Aligning service delivery to 
strategic objectives

Process • Few activities 
defined

• Fire fighting mode

• Defined 
processes in 
silos

• Functional 
reactive problem 
solving

• Coordinated 
processes across 
the organisation

• Monitoring and 
alerting leveraging 
dashboards, with 
some proactive 
issue resolution

• Fully standardised 
processes, integrated 
with tools and data

• Proactive decision 
making using analytics, 
improving bottom line 
and performance

• Processes aligned with 
strategy, integrated into 
third parties

• Continuous improvement 
and proactive responses

• Leveraging predictive and 
sensing analytics, tools and 
dashboards

Adapted from J. Crawley – The Finance Expert

Note – this maturity journey can be found in the pack:  Satarla blog  
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An international overview
Perceived roadblocks exist that prevent organizations from strengthening their approach to risk 
management. (Observation 10)

©SATARLA 2019

Respondents of organizations that have not yet implemented an enterprise-wide risk 
management process indicate that one impediment is the belief that the benefits of risk 
management do not exceed the costs or there are too many other pressing needs.

©SATARLA 2020

2) Real planning
- Clarity on objectives
- Integration of risk management
- Resourcing risk management
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Clarity on objectives

SMART objectives – see appendix

A strategy sets out how an organisation is to be successful, which is broken down into objectives 
across the different levels of an organisation. Risks are linked to objectives, because failing to control 
risks may lead to falling short of objectives and therefore not achieving strategic goals. Ideally 
objectives should be SMART1.

Value =
Satisfaction of Needs (Function)

Use of Resources (cost)

Money

Business Case
(Benefits – sponsor)

Stakeholders
Requirements

(cost, time, quality,
functionality)

Time

www.ivm.org.uk

Integration - project lifecycle

Source: APM (2019)

Challenge in Risk Management 

Source: Pinto (2013) Project Management, Achieving 
Competitive Advantage. Chapter 7
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Integration 
– project 
processes

PMI – 10 Knowledge areas (49 
project processes)

1. Project Integration Management

2. Project Scope Management

3. Project Schedule Management

4. Project Cost Management

5. Project Quality Management

6. Project Resource Management

7. Project Communications Management

8. Project Risk Management

9. Project Procurement Management

10. Project Stakeholder Management

Source: PMI (2017) PMBok Sixth Ed.

©SATARLA 2020

Resourcing

• People 
• Time
• Cost
• Tools
• Information
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INTRODUCTION
PROJECT

DESCRIPTION

PURPOSE/SCOPE
OF RM

RM
ORGANISATION

KEY DELIVERABLES

Risk Management Plan

PRAM
PROCESS

Source: Lucidus
Consulting
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3) Real risks
- What is risk?
- Describing risks
- What is not a risk
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What is risk?

Effect of 
uncertainty on 
objectives 
(ISO 31000:2018)

An uncertain event or set of 
conditions that, should it or they 
occur, would have an effect on the 
achievement of one or more objectives

- Uncertainty can affect the achievement 
of objectives either positively or negatively

(APM PRAM Guide)

©SATARLA 2020

What is risk?

Effect of 
uncertainty on 
objectives 
(ISO 31000:2018)

Source:  Satarla 2015

An uncertain event or set of 
conditions that, should it or they 
occur, would have an effect on the 
achievement of one or more objectives

- Uncertainty can affect the achievement 
of objectives either positively or negatively

(APM PRAM Guide)
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Describing risks 
(the risk story)

Causes
(source - fact)

RISK
(uncertain 

event)

Consequences
( impact +ve / -ve)

OBJECTIVES / CONTEXT

time

©SATARLA 2020

Risk descriptions must tell a 
convincing story….

RISK
(uncertain event)

an uncertain 
event…may occur

LANGUAGE
may, might, 
possibly… 

[uncertain future]

CAUSE
(source - fact)

As a result of / due 
to / because of  

…existing condition

LANGUAGE
is, does, has, has 

not…  
[present condition]

CONSEQUENCE
(impacts
+ve / -ve)

which would lead 
to… effect on 

objectives

LANGUAGE
would, will… 

[conditional future]

Reference:  APM / PMI

See pack / appendix for example risks
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What is NOT a risk?
▪ Something that has already occurred or will definitely occur in the future is 

not a risk.
• It is either a Problem that can be managed with in the management team; or
• An Issue that needs to be escalated in order to be managed.  If left unmanaged an 

Issue will have an impact on the objectives of the project.

▪ Changes are not risks unless they are ‘things’ that might happen and are 
outside of the management teams control.

▪ Choices relating to Value Engineering are not opportunities as they won’t 
happen purely by chance.

Risk registers should not include: 
problems, issues, changes or value engineering choices.

©SATARLA 2020

Business-As-Usual risks
There are many ‘things’ that might happen during the project, and if they 
did, would impact cost or schedule.
However, some of these ‘things’ we call ‘business-as-usual’ risks i.e. risks that 
nearly always happen on projects and for which we have standard controls 
to deal with e.g.

• Risk: Key equipment might be late leading to schedule delay –
Standard controls: Expedite vendor through phone calls, factory visits, 
incentive payments etc.

• Risk: Productivity might fall leading to schedule delay – Standard 
controls: double-shifting, weekend working, increased supervision.

Ideally project risk registers should not include ’business-as-usual’ risks
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4) Real management
- Real controls
- Verification of controls
- Taking action

Risk management 
processes

©SATARLA 2020©SATARLA 2019
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Real controls

Risk responses should 
be “currently 
unplanned 
[extraordinary] work”

When is a control a real control

Source:  Satarla 2019
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Verifying the control – is it working?

Risk Assurance

Source:  Satarla 2019

Take action to manage risks

APM PRAM Guide
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Take action to manage risks

3. Manage 
risks

1. Define 
context & 
objectives

2. Assess 
risks 

4. Monitor,  
review, 
report

Risk-based 
decision 
making

Source:  Satarla 2016

PROJECT RISK 
MANAGEMENT
Is this real…
or just fantasy?

Tick box or value?
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PROJECT RISK 
MANAGEMENT
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Critical success factors

PROJECT RISK MANAGEMENT

• Real Commitment

• Real Planning

• Real Risks

• Real management of the risks

What else?

• Have a supportive organisation (buy-in, 
culture, suitable contractual framework)

• Have competent people (training, 
common language, experience)

• Have the right tools and techniques 
(software, guidance, toolkits)

• Have a simple, scalable process (tailored, 
efficient, context based)
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Critical success factors

PROJECT RISK MANAGEMENT

Dharmesh@satarla.com
www.satarla.com

Real or just fantasy?      Sarah Gordon & Kate Boothroyd

• Real Commitment

• Real Planning

• Real Risks

• Real management of the risks

What else?

• Have a supportive organisation (buy-in, 
culture, suitable contractual framework)

• Have competent people (training, 
common language, experience)

• Have the right tools and techniques 
(software, guidance, toolkits)

• Have a simple, scalable process (tailored, 
efficient, context based)

Supporting material
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SMART objectives
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Example risks

Cause(s)
(FACT)

Risk
(UNCERTAINTY)

Consequence(s)
(IMPACT ON OBJECTIVES)

Due to increasing competition from the 
private sector and the location of many 
of our sites…

…we might not be able to recruit  and retain 
sufficient numbers of capable 
construction professionals…

… leading to the inability to properly plan 
and resource future construction works.

Because of the age of equipment and 
software used by certain partners…

...we might not be able to integrate 
effectively with partner platforms…

… which would lead to significant
operational difficulties in service 
integration.

As a result of the restructuring of our teams 
and changes to our partner relationships 
…

…we may be able to improve expertise 
within partner teams …

… leading to improvements in 
communication, team morale and 
operational activities

Due to the history between ourselves and 
suppliers …

…interface management may be better 
than expected…

… which would have a positive impact on 
operational activities

Because of increased pressures on 
management teams, especially in crisis 
situations …

…shortcuts may be taken… … leading to increased health and safety 
incidents and  poor-quality service

SATARLA is a risk management consultancy. Our diverse team has
hands-on experience in implementing integrated and sustainable risk
management from site to board level across multiple geographies
and industries.

RISK MANAGEMENT:  
TRAINING  |  CONSULTANCY  |  RESEARCH

TRAINING

Preferred training deliverer 
for The Institute of Risk 
Management globally as 
well as other organisations.

Face-to-face and online 
training, tutoring and 
coaching

Bespoke in-house learning 
& knowledge transfer

CONSULTANCY

Board facilitation to full 
development of risk 
management framework.

Broad range of 
organisations including:  
Energy; Finance; Mining; 
Pharma; Healthcare; 
Charities; Government; …

RESEARCH

Making risk management 
practical and accessible.

Utilising newly available 
computer processing 
capabilities with real big 
datasets to develop 
accurate uncertainty 
models.

SATARLA Associates based in 
Europe, Africa, Americas, Middle 

East, Australasia. www.satarla.com
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If you would like to find out more
about what we do, please see our
website:

www.satarla.com

contact@satarla.com
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